
Basic Morphology Basic Syntax

Cherokee verbs are extremely complex in their morphology.

The minimal verb consists of a stem preceded by a pronomi-

nal prefix, and followed by a tense/aspect suffix. For example,

gawoniha 'he/she is speaking' is made up of the stem -wonih-,

preceded by the pronominal prefix ga- '3rd person singular',

and the tense/aspect suffix -a 'present'.

As many as six additional prefixes and ten additional suf-

fixes may also occur in a single verb form, sometimes result-

ing in very long Cherokee verbs which correspond to English

phrases or sentences comprised oflong sequences of words. For

example, the verb yiwidogawonisisidolidoha may be translated

as "if he/she is going away randomly making the identical

speeches from place to place". Three prepronominal prefixes

occur in this form: yi- 'if, -\yi- 'away from', -do- 'plural

(speeches)'. The pronominal prefix -ga- and the verb stem~HWi/-

occur next, followed by -sisi- 'duplicative', -do- 'randomly',

-//- 'repetitive', -do- 'plural (places)', md-ha- 'present'. From

the same root, can be derived also:

ga-woni-sisi-lo-?el-e-ga.

3-Speak-DUPLIC-REPET-TRANSLOC-BEN-TENSE/ASPECT

'He/she is going there to make the identical speech repeat-

edly for him.'

Some additional examples of verbs exhibiting a

prepronominal prefix are yigawoniha 'if he/she is speaking';

nigawoniha 'he/she is speaking with his/her side turned (to

the person who makes the statement)'; igawoniha 'he/she is

speaking again'. The prepronominal prefixes which appear in

these examples arey/- 'if; ni- 'lateral position'; and/* 'again'.

These prefixes may also occur together, as in yini?igawoniha

'if he/she is speaking again with his/her side turned'.

Nouns are derived from verbs by a number of productive

processes. The derivational suffix -/ 'agentive' is used to form

nouns by replacing the habitual suffix, e.g. gawonisgo 'he/she

habitually speaks'; gawonisgi 'speaker'. Derived nouns are also

formed by replacing the pronoun prefixes used with infini-

tives, with the corresponding finite verb prefix; e.g.uwonihisdi

'to speak', gawonihisdi 'speech'. Derived nouns are extremely

frequent in Cherokee. In running text, they often exceed the

number of non-derived nouns.

Adjectives form a separate word class. They differ from verbs

with respect to affixation. The tense/aspect suffixes in verb

forms, for example, do not occur with adjectives such as utana

'big'. The past tense suffix -v?i, for example, appears with

verbs such as gawonisgv?i, but must be suffixed to the copula

in adjective phrases such as utana gesv?i 'he/she was big'.

Nouns which refer to humans are marked by the animate

prefix a-, e.g. agehya 'woman', and ajalagi 'Cherokee (per-

son)'; cf. jalagi 'Cherokee (language)'. Plurality of human

nouns is marked by the prefix -ni-, which follows the animate

prefix; e.g. anigehya 'women'.

Cherokee is a Subject Object Verb language, but other orders

frequently occur. For example, the sentence "A cat sees a dog"

can appear in its basic SOV order, or in OVS order.

wesa gihli agowhtiha

cat dog s/he sees.it

'A c$ sees a dog.'

gihli agowhtiha wesa

dog s/he sees it cat

'A cat sees a dog.'

Within noun phrases, adjectives generally precede nouns,

and always follow demonstratives, numeral words, and degree

words, e.g.

na ta?li udohiyu gvhnage wesa

that two really black cat

'Those two really black cats.'

Within verb phrases, adverbs precede verbs:

udohiyu asdayi gawoniha

very loud he/she speaks

'He/she is speaking very loudly.

'

Cherokee is strictly postpositional. Postpositional phrases

usually precede the verb, but they may also follow it:

gahljode didla a?i.

house toward walks

'He/she is walking toward the house.

'

Negative sentences are formed by the negative word hla,

together with the conditional verb prefix y-, y/-.

agi?a 'he/she is eating'

hla yagi?a 'he/she is not eating'

Coordination is marked by the suffix -hno, which occurs

with the first word of each conjoined element except the first:

asgaya agehya-hno a|gehyuja-hno aniwoniha

man woman-and girl-and 3p.speak

'A man, a woman* and a child are speaking.'

asgaya gawoniha, agehya-hno dekanogi?a

man speaks woman-and sings

'A man is speaking and a woman is singing.'

In extremely formal style, the conjunction ale is used in-

stead of -hno:
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asgaya gawoniha, ale agehya dekanogi?a

man speaks and woman sings

'A man is speaking and a woman is singing.'

Questions are formed by the suffix -sko, which usually ap-

pears as -s; cf. agehya gawoniha 'a woman is speaking',

agehyas gawoniha 'Is a woman speaking?'
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